
McTrade graphic machines in stock 

 

Dear Colleagues and Partners, 
  
We proudly present, as owners, next professional and modern large size roller die-cutter: 
 

Shear-Line - Super 
Machine information: 
This professional large size and semi-automatic roller die-cutter can aperforate, score, crease, slot, blind emboss, punch 
and die cut up to 720 strokes/hr in a top quality out of corrugated board, heavy paper, corrugated plastic board (Sunpac), 
binding cloth, pvc, nylon and other sheet materials. All available and traditional forms can still be used and it is even 
possible to use more forms during one job. It is an affordable and modern large size machine with an easy to handle 
operation panel, all relevant safeties and many items that belong to this this after-press equipment. 

 

Specifications: 
Max. size: 127 x 204 cm 
Nipwidth: up to 17,7 cm 
Speed: 100 - 720 strokes/hr. (timer with interval up to 90 sec. possible) 
All safeties on the machine 
Simple push button- or timer operation, a reversable conveyor belt feeder- and delivery system, sleeve roller etc. Also 
tools, spares, manuals, parts book and electrical schemes are coming with the machine. 
Number of impressions: na 
Year: 1988 (delivered 1989) 
   
Technical- and optical condition: 
Technical: 9/10 
Optical: 9/10 (machine is cleaned and checked) 
   
Price & terms: 
Our price: euro 13.450,-- 
Terms: FCA (Incoterms 2010) 
Availability: direct from stock 
Location: our warehouse Venray - the Netherlands 

             

Additional information: 
If you need any more information or pictures, please send us an E-mail or check our website www.mctrade.nl and let us 
know. You can always click on above shown photos and download them (and more) from our website. On our 
website you can also see 2 videos of this machine in production. Of course, we can always combine this machine with 
other (Heidelberg, Rockstroh, Duplo, Polygraph, Adast etc.) die-cutting machinery to load a container or truck. 

  

  
 

 

 

 


